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New Archaeological Perspective On The Donner Party Saga
by Susan Lindstrom, Truckee, California
The tragedy of the Donner Party has long been part of
the American epic. Trapped in the Sierra Nevada
mountains of California during the winter of 1846-184 7,
nearly half of the members perished (Figures 1 and 2).
Of the group of 89 taking the ill-fated Hastings Cutoff
south from Fort Bridger, Wyoming, only 47 survived.
Written accounts suggest that some of the survivors did
so by cannibalizing the dead. The destiny of the Donner
Party during that winter is the "stuff' out of which legends are made. Most of what is known about the Donner Party ordeal comes from written records, especially
contemporary journals and oral histories and later sensationalized novels and popular illustrations. Until
lately, archaeology has played no significant role in the
interpretation of the tragedy. In recent years three excavations have begun to shed new light on the Donner
Party saga. Collective results demonstrate that the tangible evidence of the archaeological record, as a pathway to historical verifica~ion is independent of the
written record, has served to both confirm, refute, and
supplement the sometimes contradictory written accounts.
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Cabin, one of the three cabins at the Donner Lake encampment (Hardesty 1987). Research was accomplished under the sponsorship of the National Geographic Society and the California State Department of
Parks and Recreation.
The presence of period artifacts and features confirmed
the suspected location of Murphy's Cabin. The assemblage was dominated by personal items such as jewelry
and buttons, a Catholic religious medallion, fragments
of clay tobacco pipes, shoes, glass and ceramic tableware, medicine bottles, stoneware jugs, iron cooking
pots, and hardware from wagons and furniture. Musket
balls recovered at the site and the presence of gunflints
indicate that their weapons may still have employed a
flintlock ignition.
Diaries chronicle the military expedition of General
Kearney on June 21, 1847, who passed by the grim
campsite just two months after the last survivor was removed. A halt was ordered to collect and inter the remains in the center of one of the cabins, which was then
burned. The Murphy's Cabin has been assumed historically to be this place. Excavations failed to bear out the
alleged mass grave supposedly dug by General Kearney's expedition. A small intrusion pit was encountered, however, indicating that sometime in the PostDonner past the cabin floor had been looted and refilled
more recently.
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Figure 1. Map showing location of the Donner Party
Camps at Donner Lake and Alder Creek.
The Murphy's Cabin Project
During the summers of 1984 and 1985, archaeological
excavations by the University of Nevada at Reno, under
the direction of Don Hardesty, were undertaken at Donner Memorial State Historic Park at the Murphy's

One of the goals of the 1984 project was to provide a
more detailed architectural reconstruction of Murphy's
Cabin. The 1984 work was quite generalized, however
in 1985, a more focused literature study on aspects of
period cabin construction was conducted (Lindstrom,
Johnson and Meacham 1985). Written accounts suggest
that the cabin partially enclosed a large rock into its
west wall, which served as both hearth and chimney.
The cabin was "squat", being built of logs with a rectangular floor plan (at least 18 by 25 feet). A flat roof was
formed of hides and canvas stretched over poles.
Identifiied species in the Murphy's Cabin faunal assemblage include cow, ox, mule, and grizzly bear. Several
bone fragments subjected to radion-immunoassay analysis were identified as human. Most of the bone was calcined, burned and broken into tiny pieces, lending support to written accounts that the Donner Party learned
(Continued on page 3)
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President - James H. Cleland
Dames & Moore
9665 Chesapeake Drive, #360
San Diego, CA 92123
w: (619) 541-0833

It is fitting that the Society starts its new
spring. the season of renewal and rebirth.
and enthusiasm abound. It will be my goal
to harness some of this energy during the
year in furthering the goals of the Society.

President-Elect - Dick Markley
Tahoe National Forest
631 Coyote Street
P. 0. Box603
Nevada City, CA 95959
w: (916) 265-4531

Spring is a time also of rapid change. and the beginning of my term as president of the Society coincides
with a marked change in the membership of the Executive Board. Last year when I started my term on
the Board. I was one of only two new members on
the seven person Board. This year we have five new
members. While we are gaining new blood. we are
also losing a lot of good experience, and I would like
to thank the outgoing board members - Jim Woodward. Greg Greenway. John Johnson. Christian Gerike. and Lynne Christenson - for their service to the
Society. Their contributions to the Executive Board
will be missed. but thankfully most have agreed to
continue as committee chairs or co-chairs.

Immediate Past President - Sonia Tamez
221 "C" Street, NE
Washington, DC 20002
w: (415) 705-2554
Northern Vice-President Frank Bayham
Department of Anthropology
California State University
Chico, CA 95929
w: (916) 898-4300

As I start my term. my thoughts are that we need to
place particular emphasis on communication and
cooperation within the Society. The Executive Board
must maintain close contact with the membership in
order to meet the Society's objectives. I encourage
all members to communicate their ideas and concerns to the Board. I cannot promise that we will be
able to follow up on each one, but I can assure you
that they will be given thorough consideration.

Southern Vice-President - Beth Padon
LSA Associates
1 Park Plaza, Ste. 500
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 553-0666
Secretary- Elena Nilsson
Dames & Moore
60 Declaration Dr .. Ste. B
Chico, CA 95926
(916) 893-9675

A key ingredient of communication is participation.
Accordingly, I want to increase membership participation through the use of ad hoc committees to address specific topics of interest to California archaeologists. A major goal of my presidency will be to
ensure that each committee is actively pursuing
achievable goals. This year the Society's agenda will
be full, and we need much membership support and
active involvement in order to make progress. The
key issues as I see them are:

Treasurer - Constance Cameron
Museum of Anthropology
California State University
Fullerton. CA 92634
(714) 773-3977

l. The Newsletter is the Society's major communication tool. We have to be sure that the Newsletter
Editor has the tools and support she needs to provide the membership with timely and relevant information. Please send articles of interest to the Society Editor. One thing is certain: if a piece is not
submitted. it is not likely to be printed.

SCA Staff
SCA Business Office Manager - Susan Mershon
Department of Anthropology
California State University
Fullerton, CA 92634
(714) 524-9582
Newsletter Editor - Valerie Levulett

2. Public participation in archaeology is being encouraged at all levels. The Public Interaction Committee under Christian Gerike and Roynane Lisk is
pursuing two major initiatives. The first is to organize an SCA booth for the State Fair. I know the San
Diego County Archaeological Society has had considerable success with similar efforts at the Del Mar
Fair,
(continued on page 5)

915 Mesa St.
Morro Bay, CA 93442
Work (805) 549-3669- Home (805) 772-1971

Newsletter Preparation - Doug Bxyce
P. O. Box 28366
Sacramento, CA 95828-0366
(916) 383-2530
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brothers' shelters with every expectation of confirming
the suspected site locations. Imagine the surprise at
fin ding nothing at either site! At this point, strategies
shifted from tha t of confirmation of and intensive data
collection from a historically-documented site to an extensive survey of the general area in an effort to locate
the proverbial "needle in the haystack." Two metallic
"hot spots" containing Donner period artifacts were located; neith er were all that far from the Weddellmarked locations of the reputed (and now refuted)
George and Jacob Donner campsites.

Donner Party Saga
(continued from page 1)
to process bone by boiling or slightly charring over the
fire. Some of the larger bone fragments show impact
fractures, suggesting that elements were crushed in order t o extract the marrow. Murphy's Cabin is one of the
places where cannibalism is most suspected to have occurred, but, so far, it is only minimally supported by the
archaeological remains.

Archaeology of the Donner-Reed Wagons
After the Murphy's Cabin excavation, the archaeological
record of the Donner Party was further expanded by the
Utah State Historical Society (Hawkins and Madsen
1990). The 1986 excavation of four abandoned Donner
Party wagons near the Great Salt Lake disclosed artifacts which are similar in many ways to the Murphy's
Cabin assemblage; however, differences also are clear.
Personal adornment, for example, is not represented in
the Donner-Reed wagon site assemblages but is common at Murphy's Cabin. Unlike the Murphy's Cabin
site, there is no evidence of flintlock ignition; rather,
percussion caps were found.
The Donner Family Camp at Alder Creek
In 1990, another archaeological study of the Donner
Party tragedy was initiated at the camp of the George
and Jacob Donner families at Alder Creek, three miles
north of Truckee town (Figure 3) . Research by the University of Nevada at Reno, again under the direction of
Don Hardesty, was accomplished in cooperation with
the Tahoe National Forest (Hardesty and Lindstrom,
1990). Federal involvement and public education efforts
were coordinated by Forest Archaeologist, Dick Markley.

Figure 2. "Starvation Camp - Stumps cut by the Donner
Lake Party, 1846" (from photograph publi shed in 1~72, a dapted from Virginia Reed Murphy's Across the Plams m the Donner Party, Outbooks, Golden, Colorado, 1980, p. 49).

One hot spot, in a meadow about 150 feet from the
signed Jacob Donner campsite, is difficult to in ~rpre t
because of extensive mixing by rodents. Th at it may
represent a Donner Party campsite is evidenced by a
wide range of period artifacts. Subsistence group items
include small bottle and earthenwar e fragments; of the
latter some are decorated with a floral design that appear to nearly match the same tableware set that was
recovered from the Donner-Reed wagon site. Personal
items include brass and pewter buttons and a brass
pin an American eagle with a shield holding arrows,
musket balls, bars and chunks of lead, and six small
percussion caps comprise the weapons grou~. (Recall
that percussion caps were also located at the site of the
Donner-Reed wagons and that only gunfli nts were located at Murphy's Cabin.)
Wagon tongue brackets,
wrought wagon nails, wagon bolts, harn ess bu?kles, a
sniffle bit and horse and ox shoes and shoe nails form
part of th~ transportation and equestrian group. . Architecture is represented by wrought a nd cut nails, cu t
tacks nuts and washers, and door hinge fragm ents.
Tools' include wood bits, a masonry bit, an ir on wedge,
and a flat file. Abundant charred an d calcined tiny
bone fragments have yet to be analyzed. Bits of charcoal were encountered but, to date, excavations have not
located a hearth.
It is plausible that the concentration of bone and charcoal marking the hearth most likely has been dispersed
by rodents .
(Continued on page 4)

The George Donner shelter was reported as a crude
lean-to built against the side of a large pine with a fireplace scooped out at the base of the tree. The Jacob
Donner shelter was similar and their four teamsters
built a wigwam-like structure across the stream from
the other two. Apart from documenting Donner Party
material culture, key research questions that guided the
project concern ed validation of the present~y m~rked
sites at the Alder Creek camp and the clarification of
the camp's internal layout. Working from oral tradition
extending back to 1870 (McGlashan 1879), P.M. Weddell (Weddell 1945) placed wooden signs about 400 feet
apart designating the George and Jacob Donner . cam~
sites during the 1920s. Support for these locat10ns is
found in generalized diary accounts and by the existence of 12-fo ot high stumps, allegedly left from trees
cut out of the deep snows by the Donner Party. This
"tightly packed" model of the Donner family camps has
been challengedby others, however, who would favor a
more "widely spaced" model, placing the camps up to
one-half mile apart.
With these research issues in mind, excavation commenced at the Weddell-marked sites of the Donner
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weather, temperature, and barometric pressure every
four hours during the time period from October of 1846
to March of 184 7 (John Cordine, personal communicatio n 1990). While most written accounts suggest th at
the Donner Party tragedy was due, at least in part, to
an unu sually severe winter (Steward 1960:72; Weddell
1945:74), both deck logs and tree ring evidence indicate
that the winter of 1846-184 7 was about average . Perh aps, th en the Donner Party's predicament can be partially attributed to their un familiarity with the conditions of even normal Sierran winters.

Donner Party Saga
(Continued from page 3)
These artifacts represent a Donner period emigrant party, but whether or not th ey actu ally belonged to the
Donners must remain an hypothesis for now. Th e pres ence of large amounts of bone an d artifact s in the meadow locale suggest s that this emigrant party stayed for a
relatively long period of time, in contrast to th e usual
pattern of short-duration camps lasting no more than a
few days. For this reason alone, Alder Creek is likely
th e site of th e Donner family camp, alth ough th e signed
shelter loca tions of the Donner brothers' camps are incorrect.

P u blic E d ucation a n d Involvement
Donn er Party r esearch afforded a public education bonanza. These projects received international media attention. Over 3,000 people visited the Alder Creek excavation and visitors to the Murphy's Cabin excavation
also numbered in the thousands. To accommodate and
enhance this public interest, Forest Service and State
Parks personnel sent out news releases and press packages to TV, radio and print media. They led on-site
tours, set up information stations and erected interpretive signs. In addition, the Forest Service prepared a
film docum entary. Volunteers from the local community participated in virtually all phases of the archaeological projects. Perh aps the most significant contribution
to research efforts was made at Alder Creek by volunteers with metal detectors. Their tools and skills complemented time-consuming test excavation strategies.
Th e Donner Party excavations continue to generate public interest an d the opportunity to share the excitement
and impor tance of archeological and historical research
remains. These studies demonstrate to archaeologists,
to h istorians, and to the public that funds them, how
hi st ory and archaeology can be at odds and how historical archaeology can provide important mutual checks
an d balances between different sets of data. Discrepancies di scovered in the archaeological record of the Donner Party have necessitated significant revisions in our
current percepti ons of this h istorical event.

A range of environmental da ta was also collected as
part of th e Alder Creek project, geomorph ological and
soils analyses, performed by the late J onathan Davis,
and tree ring studies, conducted by Marty Rose, helped
to interpret the ch ron ology of th e site an d r econstruct
past climates and veget ation change. Climatic data
from deck logs recorded on the U.S. sloops Portsmouth
an d Warren, wh ich were anchored off th e California
coast duri ng that winter, provide information about
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Figure 3. Photograph of monumented site of George Donner
cam p showing excavation units and metal detection methods. ·
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Record Turnout for 25th
Anniversary Annual Meeting

President's Message
(Continued from page 2)

by Dick Markley
and I am sure SCA can do as well at the State Fair.
The second initiative is to build support for the establishment of a California Archaeology Week. Archaeology Week programs have been very successful
in several states, including Arizona and Utah, at focusing public awareness on cultural resource preservation. I believe we have targeted 1992 as our goal
to hold the first annual California Archaeology week.

Lured by the promise of a number of special events
and the milestone nature of this year's 25th Anniversary Annual Meeting, over 500 SCA members, colleagues. and friends, converged on the Radisson Hotel in Sacramento, March 21-24. Judging from the
positive comments received, this year's meeting was
one of the most enjoyable in recent memory.

3. The lack of adequate curation facilities is an ongoing problem in many areas and a problem looming
on the horizon in many others. Our curation committee under John Johnson and Jim Woodward will
actively pursue solutions to this and other problems
relevant to the curation of archaeological collections.

The program. which consisted of 122 papers in nine
organized symposia, six general sessions, and two
workshops. began Friday morning with the 25th anniversary retrospective plenary session organized by
Program Chair, Dick Markley. The overflow crowd of
over 400 in the audience attests to the high level of
interest in this historic session. The papers by Joe
Chartkoff. Dave Fredrickson, Mike Moratto, Claude
Warren. Julia Costello. and Lowell Bean were well received, and gave all who attended an opportunity to
reflect on the accomplishments and challenges of the
past 25 years in California.

4. Native American coordination needs to be given
high priority. Archaeologists and Native Americans
share many interests, the foremost of which ts cultural resource preservation. We need to continue to
build on our mutual interests to forge effective working relationships. In my term, I would like to formalize a response to this need by establishing a liaison
position and possibly a committee to provide focus to
the Society's activities in working with Native Americans.

The Friday afternoon sessions included a "Research
Design" workshop organized by Thad Van Bueren
that drew nearly double the number of attendees expected. Despite the cramped quarters, the session
provided an excellent forum for the exchange of ideas
and approaches for the development of "designer or
generic" research designs.

5. Repatriation will be an issue again this year. I
hope that it does not absorb as much of the Board's
time and energy as it did last year. The Board has
written to Assemblyman Katz, the sponsor of the new
repatriation bill (AB-12), suggesting that he work
with a broad spectrum from the cultural resource
preservation community in filling in the details of his
proposed legislation. We are also considering drafting our own legislation to address this issue if it does
not appear that cooperation will be fruitful.

A last minute snag forced a switch in the location of
Friday evening's Wine Tasting from the Railroad Museum to the Capitol Plaza Hall in downtown Sacramento. The high decorative ceilings of this restored
1860s building echoed with the voices of over 240 official SCA wine tasters who sampled an excellent array of California wines selected by Michael Sampson.
Besides arranging for the food, wine, and transportation. Michael and his wife Terry also could be found
popping corks and serving quite a few bottles. This
makes two such events Michael has organized (he
also did the SHA meetings a few years back) and it
looks like he's found a new calling. His efforts this
year were appreciated by all. I should add that the
shuttle buses running throughout the evening between the hall and the hotel. with stops at Old Town
Sacramento, were a great idea and helped make sure
that all 240 tasters got home safely.

6. The state budget crisis could affect on-going archaeology programs as Henry Agonia made clear in
his opening address at the plenary session of our
25th Annual Meeting. The Society will work hard to
support appropriations and bond programs that will
benefit cultural resource preservation programs.
There are many other issues and programs that the
Society is involved with. I solicit your support and
active participation in the coming year. Members
wishing to become involved should contact any of the
committee chairs or Board members, hopefully in the
spring, before summer's heat saps enthusiasm and
dries the reservoirs of energy.
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Local Arrangements Chair, David Abrams had enthusiastic help from the members of the Sacramento
Archaeological Society who handled the registration
desk, helped with the wine tasting, and served as
meeting room monitors. Special thanks go out to
Lydia Peak. Paul Barth. Connie and Paul Batterson,
Mike Boyce, Enid Campbell, Helen Claytor, Kristina
Darr.
(Continued on page 6)
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be interesting to hear what they have to say at the
50th anniversary banquet.

25th Anniversary
(Continued from page 5)

Book Room vendors and exhibitors reported good
sales durtng the annual meeting. The SCA booth,
staffed by Business Manager, Susan Mershon, distributed copies of the "Proceedings" from last year's
meeting and signed up quite a few new members,
pushing SCA membership over the 700 mark. In addition to numerous book vendors, several artist's
wares were on sale and there were a number of organization and agency displays.

Anthony Downs, Bill Ferguson, George Foxworth.
Frank Gallardo, Heather Haisten, Jennifer Karps,
Suzanne Kyle-King, Christian Langevin, Ana Marcelo, Linda Sanderson, Gail Serna, Myra Smith. Sue
Sweet, Jim West, Jan Wedenmyer, Ed Wright. Mira
Yount, and Teri Reilly.
A popular highlight of the meeting was the photograph and memorabilia exhibit, "California Archaeology: Continuing the Tradition," located in the registration area. The display which attracted crowds
throughout the meeting was put together by Dennis
Stevens and Hank Meals. Special thanks go out to
all of the SCA members who provided photographs
for the exhibit.

The Radisson Hotel proved to be a comfortable and
accommodating facility for the meeting and the hotel
staff were very helpful. Because we had such a great
turn out. and with most attendees staying at the hotel, the SCA met its contract for rooms which will
help insure a positive cash flow from the meetings
and help bolster the SCA treasury.

The annual SCA Basketball Game had a good turnout and even host Dan Foster, who was on the injured reseive Ust, made a few hoops. The rainy
weather held off just long enough Saturday morning
for the first annual (will there be a second?) SCA fun
run to be completed. A small but hearty group of
runners and walkers dragged the organizer Terry
Jones around the course and established several
new course records despite the handicap. Out of
concern for safety. Terry even recruited several
M.D.'s from the coroner's meeting that was going on
next door, to run with the group.

All in all. the 25th Anniversary Annual Meeting was
a big success. Now we all can look forward to the
next 25 years of the SCA. Next year's meeting will be
at the Hilton Hotel in Pasadena with Joanne Mack,
Program Chair and Mike Mcintyre. Local Arrangements Chair.

SCA 25th Annual Meeting
Awards
SCA's Lifetime Achievement Award Goes to
Lawrence Dawson - Reported by Sonia Tamez

Nearly 200 people attended the SCA Banquet on Saturday evening which featured award presentations.
an address by keynote speaker George Frison of the
University of Wyoming, and a special 25th anniversary program hosted by Joe Chartkoff. Dr. Frison's
talk focused on paleoindian studies in North America
and research into the adaptive strategies employed
by these early populations. Through slides and commentary, Dr. Frison dispelled many of the myths
about early hunters that have been populaiized by
Hollywood and which have been pervasive in the literature. We'll all think of Dr. Frison the next time
we see an artist's conception of stone age hunters attacking a mammoth with nothing but rocks and a
menacing glare. Dr. Frison is currently at the Smithsonian in a senior post-doctoral position while on a
short sabbatical from the University of Wyoming's
Department of Anthropology. Dr. Frison is examining Smithsonian collections from the River Basin
surveys and excavations in Montana.

Archaeologists know Larry best through his meticulous study of California basketry focusing on the reconstruction of chronology and definition of culture
change. Larry's work testing hypotheses regarding
Numic origins and spread has assisted archaeologists, linguistic prehistorians and other students of
California prehistory. Larry has also been 1hk person to turn to whenever a basket was found during
the course of an excavation or survey.

Joe Chartkoff did a great job of hosting the program
honoring the SCA's 25th anntversary. Everyone enjoyed the nostalgic and humorous comments and reflections of Paul Schumacher, David Fredrickson,
Fritz Riddell, and Rob Edwards. I'm sure it is hard
for these founders of the SCA to imagine that it has
been 25 years since a small group of archaeologists
got together at UCLA to form the organization. It will

While some researchers may be accused of basing
their conclusions on "whispering potsherds" or
"mumbling chips", only they could hear. Larry truly
made baskets sing of their origins and affiliations to
all who studied with him. That is why the Society's
Executive Board chose to honor him with the Lifetime Achievement Award.
(Continued on page 7)
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Larry Dawson received the Society's Lifetime
Achievement Award at the Annual Meeting Banquet
Saturday night.
Dawson recently retired after
spending 38 years with the Lowte Museum collections. His life-long work, as exemplified in a summer-long exhibition at the Lowie included studies in
Peruvian archaeology, the spread of coiled basketry
in California, the background of Sepik River culture.
and the basketry of eastern South America.
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Annual Awards

26th Annual Meeting Slated
for Pasadena

(Continued from page 6)
Rob Jackson Receives the SCA's Certificate of
Commendation - Reported by Sonia Tamez
Rob Jackson was honored for his contributions to
California Archaeology during the course of his tenure at OHP. Rob's accomplishments, in addition to
project review, included: developing OHP's Archaeological Report Guidelines and conducting numerous
agency 106 training sessions, in cooperation with
the Advisory Counsel on Historic Preservation

The SCA's 26th annual meeting will be held
April 10 - April 12, 1992 at the Pasadena
Hilton. Michael Mcintyre of Angeles National Forest will serve as Local Arrangements
Chair. Joanne Mack of Pomona College will
be the Program Chair. Volunteers and potential symposium organizers should contact Mike or Joanne.

Rob's major. most visible legacy to CRM has been
his leadership in the development of programatlc
agreements in order to facilitate agency compliance
with Section 106 of the National Historie Preservation Act.

Public Interaction Committee to
Promote Statewide
Archaeology Week in 1992

The California Archaeological Resource Identification
and Data Acquisition Program for Sparse Lithic Scatters is recognized nation-wide as an outstanding example of the programatic approaches he innovated.

by Christian Gerike
At the recent SCA 25th Annual Meeting, held in Sacramento, fifteen SCA members met to organize a
committee to promote archaeology to the general
public and seek ways for increasing public involvement in California archaeology. A better informed
public will have greater enjoyment of California's archaeology, will be more likely to support protective
measures for cultural resources, and can prOvide
valuable assistance in various archaeological programs. There are several areas that will initially be
explored: school related educational programs, media involvement, a State Fair exhibit, and Archaeology Week. The committee is co-chaired by Royane
Lisk, of the Office of Interpretive and Outreach Services, Anthropological Studies Center, Sonoma State
University, and Christian Gerike of Archaeological
Services, Inc., Stockton.

1991 Martin A. Baumhoff Award For Special
Achievement Goes to W. T. Follett-Reported by
John Johnson
The recipient of the Martin A. Baumhoff Special
Achievement Award is now in his 9lst year. Although educated in Boalt Law School at Berkeley, he
spent his first summer after graduation working as a
fisheries biologist for the Department of Fish and
Game. He later set up his own legal practice. which
served as a principal means of income. However. his
expertise pertaining to the systematics of fishes of
California became legendary, resulting in his appointment as Curator of Ichthyology at the Californta
Academy of Sciences.

His first archaeological publication was a study of
fish remains from a Marin County shellmound published in 1957 in American Antiquity. This was the
first of 43 published reports that have contributed to
our understanding of Native American fisheries. The
majority of these studies, twenty-seven in number,
pertain to California archaeology. More than any
other person, this year's recipient of the Baumhoff
award has pioneered the field of archaeoichthyology
in the United States. His studies of fish remains include sites in all parts of our state. He has also
studied and reported on collections from the Great
Basin, the Northwest Coast. and even Latin America.

As its first goal. the Public Interaction Committee

will organize a statewide Archaeology Week as a
means of bringing high visibility to the archaeology
of California. This program has proven successful in
Arizona, Texas, Louisiana, Virginia, and Arkansas.
Archaeology Week typically involves a variety of
events and activities, which include official Governor's and Mayor's proclamations, annual poster contests, public lectures, museum and library programs, prehistoric crafts demonstrations, visits to
excavations and archaeological facilities, and media
publicity. Sub-committees to promote Archaeology
Week have been formed, with Beth Padon, of I.SA,
Inc .. Irvine, chairing the Southern California subcommittee, and Elyn Walker, of the Lake County
Cultural Heritage Council, as chair of the Northern
California sub-committee.

Each of his reports is exemplified by meticulous
identification, life history data, and environmental
information for each species. Often photographs are
included of well-preserved specimens. His reports
have served as essential references for those who
have followed his footsteps in identifying and interpreting fish remains for archaeological sites.
(Continued on page 13)
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The Public Interaction Committee needs your assis.tance. If you can help, please call Royane (Ro) at
(Continued on page 8)
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follow their style. When in doubt. call me at (619)
688-6751, before you submit your paper.

Public Interaction Committee
(Continued from page 7)

7. Remember. deadline for Volume 5 submissions
1, 1991. Send your papers to:

is July

(707) 664-2381, or Christian, at (209) 474-3121. Organizational activities for Archaeology Week are in
progress and there is need for assistance in all areas.
If you have ideas or can help in any way. please contact Beth at (714) 553-0666, or Elyn at (707) 9879157. We need your support to make Archaeology
Week and other proposed outreach programs of the
Public Interaction Committee successful.

Martin D. Rosen
7226 Viar Avenue
San Diego, CA 92120-1926

Bill to Declare First Official
State Prehistoric Artifact In The
United States Introduced by
State Senator Ralph Dills

Proceedings Up-date
by Martin D. Rosen
Proceedings Editror

In February, Senator Ralph C. Dills (D) of Gardena
introduced a bill that would designate the Chipped
Stone Bear (bear-shaped eccentric) as California's official prehistoric artifact. Backers of the Senator's efforts believe that such an official emblem would celebrate prehistoric Native California culture while
honoring the descendants off the state's early hunters/ gatherers. The bill would also draw attention to
the archaeological profess!on and seive to educate
the public, which is not generally aware of the long
tenure of the California Indian. The bill would help
promote a greater awareness of the artistic contribution of Native Americans to the state's heritage and
increase the citizens' appreciation for the nonrenewable resources contained in archaeological site.

Below, is a check-list for authors to consider BEFORE submitting their paper to the editors for consideration in Volume 5 of the Proceedings:
1. Have you looked at the Style Guide? The latest
version was published at the end of Volume 3 of the
Proceedings. We must insist that you make every effort to conform to the style guide BEFORE we will accept your paper.
2. Repeated errors in style include:
a. Wrong bibliographic format
b. Incorrect format for figure or table captions.
c. Inconsistencies in bibliographic citations and
capitalizing in the text.
d. Missing references or inclusion of references
not cited in the text.
e. Incorrect spacing between headings.
f. Not including a complete author's address.
g. Including photographs.
3. We would prefer to receive your submission on a
floppy disk (either size is acceptable). since scanning
has proven to be rather unreliable. Most of the major word processing programs (Word Perfect. WordStar. Microsoft Word) are okay, but if you use a less
common one, please include an ASCII version of your
paper on disk.
4. If your submission is hard copy only, it MUST be
in final form, laser printed or near-letter-quality
printed; dot matrix cannot be accepted since most
scanners will not read dot matrix without creating a
million errors.

Figure 1. This is a chipped stone bear from the Allan 0.
Kelley site (CA-SDi-9649}. The specimen. which is made of
meta-volcanic rock, is 6.2 cm long and weighs 15.5 gm.

5. All graphics MUST be submitted in f~al form.
NO photographs; we cannot publish photographs.
And to protect the confidential nature of site locations, we will not publish U.S.G.S. maps.

The model for the proposed emblem is an artifact recovered from a San Dieguito site at Agua Hedionda
Lagoon. Northern San Diego County. Radiocarbon
dates and stratigraphy place manufacture of this
stone bear very close to 8,000 years ago. Thus it is
(Continued on page 9)

6. Use Volume 4 as your guide. Look at the papers. ·
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State Prehistoric Artifact Bill

Native American Legislative
Update

(Continued from page 8)

by Robert Laidlaw
Bureau of Land Management

well documented within its larger cultural context.
With passage of the bill, the specimen from Agua
Hedionda Lagoon would become the property of the
State of California. The bill carries no financial impact to the state.

The new legislative session will see a number of Bills
introduced to address two principle issues for the
Native American community: strengthening of the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act and a restructuring of the Federal acknowledgement process.
Special legislation is also anticipated to address the
Columbus Quincentennial (condemnation) and tribal
governmental authorities. Also scheduled for this
year is the development of implementing regulations
for PL 101-601, the "Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act." which was signed into
law on November 16, 1990.

The Prehistoric Artifact Committee has already received the verbal endorsements of numerous persons
connected with ethnology, archaeology. museology,
and from the Native American community. The committee is composed of Dr. Henry Koerper. anthropology professor at Cypress College, Dr. Jonathan E.
Ericson, professor of Social Ecology at the University
of California. Irvine, and Paul Apodaca, curator of
Folk Art at Bowers' Museum in Santa Ana.

Federal
S 110 The Bill the "American Indian Religious Free-

dom Act Amendments of 1991" would provide for the
development of new consultation requirements and
uniform regulations to regulate land management
agencies which may undertake actions effecting Native American religious sites or practices. The Bill
includes language which would establish consultation documentation standards. administrative hearing guidance. confidentiality and judicial review procedures. In Senate Indian Affairs.

\

Carlsbad

O

S 235 This Bill provides language establishing a
policy and procedures for repatriation of the Smithsonian collections of Native American Remains and
s_acred objects. The legislation also contains language adding "Items of Cultural Patrimony" to the repatriation policy of the Smithsonian. Additional
funding and staffing is also provided to address the
workload associated with these issues. In Senate Indian Affairs.

MILE

o----;

S 383 Provides for the establishment of tax incen-

KILOMETER

tives for Indian owned businesses and enterprises.
Establishes special authorities for tribal enterprises.
In Senate Indian Affairs.

The Committee is seeking the further support of
members of the avocational community. school
groups, museum associations, etc. Support in the
form of letters to Senator Dills and other legislators,
both in the Senate and Assembly, are especially welcome. Senator Dills' Sacramento address follows:
The Honorable Ralph C. Dills
5050 State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814

AB 12 The Bill would establish as State policy the

repatriation of Native American remains. The Bill
would direct the development of State procedures to
accomplish tribal consultation and repatriation.
(This legislation is viewed as a State counterpart to
PL 101-601.)

The Senator's district office is:
16921 So. Western Avenue
Suite 201
Gardena, CA 90247
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Native American Legislative Update
(Continued from page 9)

Summary of Recent
Historic/Archaeological Studies

Additional legislation which may effect land and resource management agencies in the State include:

Los Angeles Chinatown: [By Bobby Greenwood)
Barring any contingencies ore unanticipated discoveries. excavations at the scene of the early Los Angeles Chinatown have been completed. Under the
conditions of a Memorandum of Agreement. services
have been provided by Greenwood and Associates
during the construction of Metro Rail. At other transit stations. resources were primarily paleontological,
but the terminal at Union Station directly impacted
the location of the Chinese occupation from the
1880s until the settlement was demolished in 1934.
Because it had been protected by 14 feet of fill imported to establish the railroad bed, the site was
more intact than most. and fieldwork revealed a
great quantity of artifacts and faunal remains. Technical studies and historical research are continuing
in support of the final report.

a. A legislative initiative to establish "tribal status"
for a number of California Native American Organizations and communities.
b. Legislation clarifying the governmental status of
tribes in their dealings with State and Federal governmental entities.
This "Update" includes only those Bills which have a
potential to directly effect the programs of Federal
and State agencies in California.

Bibliography of Overseas
Chinese Archaeology

The collection has achieved broad public interest.
Permanent displays have been installed at the office
of the Rapid Transit District, Union Station, and two
field offices, and temporary exhibits have been
mounted at Los Angeles City Hall. Bridge Art Gallery.
and the Fine Arts Building at 811 West 7th Street,
where 17 cases of materials will be featured until
May 6. Coverage in the local press and television
has been extensive, and the project was featured in
an hour-long segment of the Los Angeles History Series on public television.

Pete Schulz is now compiling source materials for a
bibliography of archaeological reports dealing with
Overseas Chinese in the 19th and 20th centuries.
The bibliography will be published by the Society for
Historical Archaeology as part of its Columbian quincentenary series on "The Immigrant Experience in
America" and will include both published reports
and gray literature. Copies of (or references to) unpublished contract reports, conference papers and
theses are especially sought. The Asian-American
Studies Library at the University of California, Berkeley, has agreed to accept all submitted materials at
the conclusion of the project.

Guajome Rancho and Adobe: (By Bobby Greenwood) Under a state grant to the County of San Diego Department of Parks and Recreation, a multidisciplinary team is beginning studies leading to the
restoration and interpretation of the Guajome Adobe.
National Register of Historic Places property. The
ranch house, built on an original Mexican land grant
of 1845, is regarded as one of California's best examples of Anglo-Hispanic architecture still intact. The
studies are under the direction of Milford Wayne Donaldson. AJA, and will include a Historic Structures
Report, investigations of historic landscape, hydrology, artifact conseivaUon. seismic safety, public interpretation. and ultimately. construction drawings for
the preseivatton of the adobe. Archaeological support is being provided by Greenwood and Associates.

Authors and agencies are requested to send sources,
suggestions or inquiries to Peter Schulz, Resource
Protection Division. California Department of Parks
and Recreation. P. 0. Box 94296, Sacramento, CA
942896-0001, or call 916/445-3133.

Next Newsletter Deadline
June 15
The SCA welcomes articles and letters from
readers. The writer's name, address and
daytime phone number must be included.
Contributions must be double spaced and
may be edited for clarity and length., Articles do not necessarily reflect the position or
opinion of the Society. Please send material
and graphics to Editor Valerie Levulett, 915
Mesa Street, Morro Bay, CA 93442. (805)
549-3669.
SCA NEWSLETTER 25 (3)

Las Cruces Adobe: [By Bobby Greenwood) Gil Sanchez, AJA, and Greenwood and Associates have conducted a preliminary study of the Las Cruces Adobe,
located in Gaviota State Park, Santa Barbara
County. for the Department of Parks and Recreation.
One of the goals was to define the sequence of alterations and additions to a structure built in the midnineteenth century and once used as a stage stop.
Plans for rehabilitation
[Continued on page 11)
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logs. The 1885 invention of the Dolbeer steam donkey engine resulted in the replacement of animal labor and required bigger and longer poles than those
used with animal teams.

Recent Historic Studies
(Continued from page 10)
and public interpretation will be influenced by a cotenninous prehistoric occupation.

callfomla State Lands Commission: (By Pelkofer)
The Submerged Cultural Resources Unit of the California State Lands Commission is involved with several archaeological projects. among them the San
Agustin Project. in Drakes Bay, which is the search
for a Manila Galleon sunk in 1595. Two magnetometer surveys were conducted during the spring and
fall of 1989. Promising anomalies have been selected
for further investigation and the permittee's archaeologists are preparing a research design for the next
phase of the project. It will be an investigation of
designated 'hits' by limited excavation for positive
identification. It is anticipated that further research
and some field work will be conducted during 1991.

Stone Fences In the San Francisco Bay Area: (By
Glory Anne Laffey) Archaeological Resources Management (ARM), a cultural resource management
firm in San Jose, is currently undertaking a study of
stone fences in the southern San Francisco Bay
area. This study is part of the mitigation for a project which will impact several thousand feet of stone
fence in the Santa Clara foothills.

The .Macon Project (By Peter Pelkofer) is an effort by
the National Museum of Naval Aviation to recover
one or two of the five "Curtiss F9C-1 fighter-scout"
planes aboard the Macon when it sank in the Pacific
Ocean off Point Sur. The Macon, a 785 foot Navy
dirigible based at Moffett Field, crashed and was lost
off the coast on February 12, 1935. She was discovered last year by Navy scientists in a deep-diving
submarine. The recovery effort is expected to begin
inAugust. 1991.
The Submerged Cultural Resources Unit is continuing its effort to develop a comprehensive data base of
California shipwrecks. Using the inventory of approximately 1500 shipwrecks the unit has compiled,
the Institute for Western Maritime Archaeology at
Berkeley, under contract to the State Lands Commission, has begun to do historic research on each of
the wrecks. Each will be considered for its historic
significance and wrecks deemed eligible will be nominated for the National Register of Historic Places.
The initial phase of the project is expected to take
from four to six years.

Historic Chute Logging Sites: (By Lisa Shapiro)
Surveys conducted by PAR Environmental Services.
Inc .• from 1983 through 1990 on the Plumas (PNF).
Tahoe (TNF) and Stanislaus National Forests (SNF)
resulted in the recordaUon of extensive chute logging
systems, associated campsites, features and artifacts. Chute logging was the dominant method used
for skidding logs through the woods by northern California's timber industry from about 1880 to 1920.
The typical chute consisted of two parallel rows of
logs. or poles, that were notched and laid end to end
on the ground or on low crib trestles. A train of four
to six logs could then be pulled in tandem through
this chute. During the early years of chute logging.
horse and ox teams were used to pull the train of
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Recordation of chute logging sites requires detailed
construction data. Common elements in the construction of chutes recorded in the three forests include the use of log trestles, the presence of a leveled
grade on which the chute had been placed, and a
gap of roughly 12 inches between the chute logs.
Significant differences were also noted in the construction of the SNF chutes from those in the TNF
and PNF. The SNF chute poles measure only 13 feet
in length, as opposed to 45 to 60 feet on the PNF and
TNF, and are nearly twice as large. In addition, the
inner surfaces of the SNF chute poles were not
hewn, and their ends were notched differently from
those in the PNF and TNF. Dissimilarities could be
the result of variations in regional logging practices,
changes over time, or even corporate preferences.

The study is designed to document the construction
of stone fences in Santa Clara County during the
19th century. This will be done by documenting the
location and condition of stone fences with research
to address questions of origin, function, and discernible patterns in geographic location, economic uses,
or in the cultural and/ or ethnic traditions of builders. Glory Anne Laffey, the ARM historian directing
the study. would appreciate being informed of any
historical, geographical, or anthropological studies of
other stone fences. Please direct correspondence to:
ARM, 496 N. 5th Street, San Jose, CA 95112.

Bulletin of the History of
Archaeology Begins Publication
The Bulletin of the History of Archaeology will begin
publication in May 1991. It will appear twice a year
and be a forum for sharing current work, discussion
of recent publications, announcements and reports
on conferences, and other matters pertaining to the
history of archaeology. Subscriptions are $5.00/
year and should be sent to Douglas R Givens. General Editor, St. Louis Community College, 11333 Big
Bend Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63122. News, recent publications. conference announcements, and other contributions to the Bulletin should be sent to the editor
for the Western US - Andrew L. Christenson, 229 D
Creekside Circle, Prescott, AZ 86303, (602) 4457341.
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year, with government housing possibly available.

Call For Proposals
Centro Regional l.N.A.H.
En Baja California
John Johnson recently received the following invitation for proposals, which may be of interest to those
members who are considering research in Baja.
ARCHAEOLOGY
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
2559 PUESTA DEL SOL
SANTA BARBARA. CA 93105-2936
In 1972 the Federal Law on Archaeological, Artistic
and Historical Monumentos and Zonas was officialized. This law prohibits all archaeological work done
in Mexico without the proper permit. We in Baja
California welcome proposals for work done in our
state. especially at archaeological sites that are under the threat of destruction. The proposals, which
will follow the established process of analysis by the
Archaeological Council of this Institute, must have
the following contents:
Introduction
Justification
Objectives
Methodology
Calendar of activities
Budget
Bibliography
Letter of support by authorities of the University of
affiliation.
We are living in times of intense cooperation between
our countries in view of which we believe that if the
proposal fills the required requisites it is most likely
to be accepted.
Hoping to hear from you.
ARQLGA. JULIA BENDIMEZ PATIERSON
DIRECTOR OF TIIE REGIONAL CENTER OF THE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ANTIIROPOLOGY AND
HISTORY

Employment Opportunities
Plumas National Forest
The Plumas National Forest has openings for approximately 40 archaeological positions this season. Duties will include pre-field research, field surveys, and
report write-up. Professional archaeologist and technicians are being hired at the GS-3 to GS-9 levels
with the pay ranging from $6.48 to $12.32 per hour.
Appointments are full time and not to exceed one
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The Plumas National Forest is located in the North
Central Sierra, between Oroville, CA and Reno. NV.
The west side of the Plumas is Pine-Fir Forest and
the eastern portion is a Desert Shrub environment.
Terrain varies from mild to steep slopes with occasional mountain valleys. Ethnographic groups occupying the area were the Northeastern Maidu, Konkow, Nisenan, Washoe, and Northern Paiute. During
historic times. mining, railroad logging, and homesteading were prevalent in the forest.
For more information on how to apply, please contact the Forest Archaeologist Chuck James. or the
Personnel Officer Lauri Reynolds at (916) 283-2050,
or write to P. 0. Box 11500, Quincy, CA 959716025.

Summary of the Minutes
from the
Executive Board Meeting
September 15, 1990
The meeting was held in Oakland with Woodward,
Tamez. Cleland, Johnson, Greenway, Gerike. and
Christenson present. The minutes from the June
23. 1990 meeting were approved as was the working
draft of the 1989-1990 financial report.
Current status of the member interest surveys was
discussed. The goal of the surveys was to involve
members on the committees of their interest. The
Board defined problems with implementing this goal
and recommended steps to resolve the problems. All
committee chairs will be encouraged to contact the
people who have expressed interest in assisting the
committee. In addition, funding for the committees
was discussed. This will be further explored at the
next meeting.
The Board was apprised of the progress on the 1991
Annual Meeting in Sacramento. All is proceeding
smoothly. Work is also progressing on the 1992
meeting. Three hotels were reviewed for the number
and size of meeting rooms. The suggestions from the
committee will be fotwarded to those working on the
1992 meeting.
Tamez gave a report on a meeting she attended with
the Office of Historic Preservation and the State Historic Resource Board discussing the audit of the
OHP. Many of the OHP difficulties were discussed,
and she stated that arrangements were made for further meetings regarding these issues. In a separate
issue, the vacancy on the Historic Resources Commission Board was discussed by the SCA Board. The
Board agreed to have Tamez write a letter to the
(Continued on page 13)
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Call for Articles and

September 1990 Board Meeting

Announcements

(Continued from page 12)

The success of the Newsletter is dependent upon
your continued support through the submission of
articles and announcements to the editor. You are
encouraged to report upon recent archaeological
findings and study results. Your double spaced article should not exceed 4 to 5 pages in length.
Black and white photographs or line drawings are
encouraged, in addition to a small project location
map. Short announcements about upcoming events
are always welcome.

governor encouraging prompt action in filling this vacancy.
The SCA Board reviewed the OHP Research Design
Guidelines. Greenway will notify OHP of the SCA
questions and recommendations. In addition, the
Board examined the California Department of Forestry guidelines for archaeological investigations. The
Board saw this as an opportunity to provide guidance and input to the CDF. however. more information would first be needed from CDF. Tamez will relay comments and questions to CDF.

The Newsletter also provides a good opportunity to
announce employment opportunities or publication
offerings. Cost for a full page ad is $120, a one-half
page ad is $65, and a quarter of a page is $40.
Please send your order directly to Doug Bryce (P.
0. Box 28366, Sacramento, CA 95828-0366).

AB 2577 was awaiting the governor's signature at
the time of the Board meeting. Discussion ensued
among the board members as to how the Board
should respond. The bill contains many differences
since the previous Board meeting, but indications
are that the governor will veto the bill. The Board
agreed to hold its position. Cleland agreed to take all
of the member questionnaires regarding AB 2577
and summarize the responses for the Newsletter.

Letters to the Editor should not exceed 300 words.
You are free to address a variety of issues. Letters
discussing the activities of other individuals will be
submitted to them, for comment, before printing.
This allows them an opportunity to respond.

Problems were discussed with the Newsletter editorial policy and the performance of the editor. A motion was made, seconded and passed to replace the
newsletter editor and to appoint Valerie Levulett as
interim editor. A motion was made, seconded and
passed to thank Jim Woodward for serving as Newsletter editor.

L----------------------~

1991 Awards

(Continued from page 7)
the Northwest Coast. and even Latin America.
Each of his reports is exemplified by meticulous
identification. life history data. and environmental
information for each species. Often photographs are
included of well-preseived specimens. His reports
have seived as essential references for those who
have followed his footsteps in identifying and interpreting fish remains from archaeological sites.

Both Northern and Southern Data Sharing meeting
plans were dtscussed. The Southern meeting will be
held in conjunction with the California Indian Conference. Under new business. nomination committee
members were proposed and Tamez will contact
them. Greenway resigned as Newsletter editorial
board reviewer due to time constraints.

&ological research regarding subsistence practices
has continued to be a theoretical concern for archaeologists working in our state. Today, reports are
considered deficient if they do not report on fish species among the faunal remains found in archaeological investigations. It ls for his great contribution in
spawning studies of prehistoric Californla Indian
fisheries that W. I. Follett has been selected as this
year's recipient of the Martin A. Baumhoff Special
Achievement Award.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p.m.
Minutes approved at the February 1991 meeting.

Donner Party Saga

~.

(Continued from page 4)
McGlashan, Charles F.

1927

History of the Donner Party, 14th Edition.

A.

Carlisle and Company, San Francisco.

1991 Mark Harrington Award for Conservation
Archaeology Goes to Charles Rozalre - reported by
John Johnson
This year's recipient of the Mark Harrington Award
for Conseivation Archaeology is an especially appropriate selection. When in high school, he received
his first archaeological training from Harrington
(Continued on page 14)

!

Stewart, George

1960

Ordeal by Hunger, 2nd Edition.
Houghton Miffiin, Boston.

Weddell, P. M.
1945
Location of The Donner Family Camp,

California Historical Society Quarterly, pp. 73- 76.
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In the archaeological community at that time, both
in and out of the academic sphere. there had been a
growtng concern on the need to make the general
public aware of the losses being sustained by the
cultural resources of California through urban and
rural development and other land use practices. In
1957, under my direction, the State of California became involved in what was then known as the Highway Salvage program. And beginning in 1960. I additionally administered the Water Resources
archaeological recovery program.

1991 Awards
(Continued from page 13)
while volunteering at the Southwest Museum in
1943 and 1944. After graduating from high school.
he spent the summer field season working With Harrington at the Borax Lake site. He reminisces that
Harrington was deeply religious and would lead
prayers for his crew prior to their suppers. An entirely opposite experience awaited our award recipient a year or two later when he worked on his next
archaeological dig under an irreverent Adan Treganza at the Tank Site in Topanga. Further fieldwork
experience was gained in excavations with Albert
Mohr at Cachuma Reservoir in 1953.

In both instances, I was undertaking pioneer work in
state archaeology for public agencies at a time when
enabling legislation tended to favor the engineer over
the archaeologist. At the same time, Paul Schumacher was facing the same challenges in administering the National Park Service archaeology program
for the western region out of its San Francisco office.
NEPA and CEQA did not exist and we found the engineers and budget people to be quite limited in their
support of our needs to record and protect the archaeological resources to be affected by their programs. They needed to be sensitized and much of
my effort was toward this end.

Our award recipient has conducted extensive archaeological investigations at many important sites in
Southern California, including Encino in the San
Fernando Valley, Burro Flats in the Simi Hills, Simomo near Mugu Lagoon, San Nicolas Island, Santa
Barbara Island, Anacapa Island, and San Miguel Island. He received his Ph.D. from UCIA in 1957, was
curator at the Southwest Museum from 1955 to
1962, and then after a brief stint as curator at the
Nevada State Museum, became Curator of Archaeology at the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural
History in 1964 where he served until his retirement
last year. He also spent a number of years teaching
part-time at San Fernando Valley State College.

It was frustrating, however, that at that time there
was no statewide supporting body of lay and professional people which could lend credence to our budget requests for a substantive data recovery program.
We were told that cultural resource problems, if at
all important, should be addressed by the academic
community. The academic community said that they
were there to teach, not manage large statewide cultural resource programs. Those of us in state service
trying to manage such a program found ourselves
between a rock and a hard place. Therefore, it
seemed imperative to assist in developing a statewtde
body of concerned people who would speak out on
the need for a more comprehensive cultural resource
protection program at the state level.

This year's recipient of the Harrington award was our
society's first elected Southern California Vice President. He also authored our society's first special
publication: "Archaeology and Government" in 1969.
He has long served California Archaeology through
his work as a curator. teacher, and author of many
reports and publications on investigations in Southern California and its offshore islands. Mark Harrington passed along to him his old box camera,
used at Gypsum Cave and many other sites. And
now it is With great pleasure that we pass along to
Charles Rozaire our award established in honor of
Mark Harrington.

With other like-minded people, meetings were held to
organize an entity now known as the Society for California Archaeology. It was my hope and intention
that the new organization would then give our state
operated program the kind of support which would
make it truly functional. To me it seemed very important that our activities Within the state government be in a position of leadership in terms of keeping site records, managing government funded
archaeological programs, maintaining a central laboratory and storage facility, and. in general, attend
to all those things which the academic community
was not mandated, or committed to do.

A few Words at the
Commemoration of the 25th
Annioversary of the SCA
by Francis A. Riddell

For purposes of historical perspective, several of the
senior, or founding members of the Society have
been asked to provide some background on the impetus to establish the Society. Each of us, of course.
will have his own view of this now somewhat distant
past event. and the stresses and problems leading
up to its founding.
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At one time. however, it seemed to me that the logical place for the growing site survey and salvage program was With a prestigious academic institution.
(Continued on page 15)
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Francis A. Riddell
(Continued from page 14)
As I had worked for Heizer for several years at Berke-

ley with the University of California Archaeological
Survey. I asked Heizer to expand the UCAS to accomodate the highway program. and others as they
developed. It was something which would have provided a strong academic base for management of
these programs as well as a place to house and protect the collections made through them. Also. by locating the salvage program at Berkeley, a secure and
high quality program of publication could be assured. In addition, students could be trained and
thus prOvide much-needed jobs through these projects.
Heizer did not have the same vision as I did, and an
effort to locate the salvage archaeology program at
Berkeley did not come to anything. He felt that such
a program should not be a part of the academic
schedule. rather that the state government should
meet its responsibilities head-on and set up its own
office of State Archaeologist. Of course. the state
was not about to do any such thing and I was left to
cut-and-fit the best way I could. Under such disarray and lack of interest it was timely for me to assist
in the establishment of an outside body having an
interest in the preservation and protection of the
state's dwindling cultural resources.
As time passed on into the '60s, the University of

California Archaeological Survey had an effiorescence at Berkeley before it began to diminish. The
southern part of the state was administered by the
UCI.A Archaeological Survey. which functioned under Clem Meighan as a separate entity from the one
at Berkeley.
Because of a number of factors, it was not possible
to send site records to Berkeley to have permanent
trinomials assigned. Heizer said it was not his job to
do this; his job was to take care of University generated programs. not to serve as a central state clearing house.
I accepted. in principle. the task of being the central
clearing house for site records. In essence. I appointed myself "State Archaeologist", primarily because I fulfilled that function even though my superiors never understood nor cared what I was trying to
do. I didn't ask them. Heizer eventuallry let me
have a complete set of site records for the northern
half of California and by so-doing washed his hands
of any responsibility of caring for that program.
I don't necessarily fault him for his posture, but I felt
he had an opportunity to pull together a strong central Office of State Archaeology at an academic level
and missed it. It left me with a title I had given myself, and with little outside support and nearly none
SCA NEWSLETTER 25 (3)

within. However. I had charge of the Highway Salvage Program, and in 1960 the Water Resource Program, and whatever the Department of Parks and
Recreation chose to do with regard to archaeology.
which was limited. Recognizing the need for an outside voice, a group of us set up a non-profit organization which we call the Central California Archaeological Foundation to do on a regional basis what would
be accomplished. in part. by the SCA some ten years
later. The CCAF. therefore, was a beginning effort to
meet some of crying needs we as archaeologists felt
at that time. Because the need was statewide. however. the idea of a Society for California Archaeology
seemed inevitable and necessary. I visualized the
Society would be able to speak out with a stronger
and united voice in support of our incomplete and
sometimes non-functional efforts. Both my associate. Bill Olsen, and I were quite outspoken in our
criticism of the limitations placed on efforts to get
adequate surveys and excavations done within the
highway and water programs. And as bad as these
two programs were, that of the State Park System
was even worse. We could see many advantages of
having a state society which would help us buUd a
strong centralized program and an office of State Archaeologist that would take on the proper care of the
site records and collections. It was unbelievable that
California's program was light years behind such
states as Arizona and Arkansas. With the establishment of the Society for California Archaeology, we
had the hope that all of this would be changed.
The Society was established in the mid- l 960s. not
without some diversity of opinion on a variety of ideas and subjects. but it did begin to function. You
must remember that this was in the 1960s and a
state program in archaeology was not exempt from
the social unrest of those times. At that time the
SCA membership had a significant segment of young
people who were anti-establishment. and some of the
support we had hoped for from the SCA for our state
program was confrontational. Without going into details it is sufficient to say that this growth period for
Califomia archaeology was at times quite painful.
Ultimately, adjustments were made and with the advent of the National Historic Preservation Act, the
National Environmental Protection Act and the California Environmental Quality Act a new day dawned
for archaeology in this state. I was no longer the sole
archaeologist in state service. And it was the presence and pressure of the SCA which contributed to
the changes taking place. Many of the plans and
programs I had pioneered and cherished were maintained and expanded into the system we now have in
the state service. I can attest to the fact, however,
that being a pioneer was not always fun or easy, but
thanks to my many peers of the mid-1960's we were
able to put together a professional society which as
been able to survive and grow through tumultuous
times. The strength and viability of our society is
clearly attested by the number of members in
(Continued on page 16)
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a CPA finn to assist SCA in developing an accounting
system. After discussion by the Board, Tamez
moved to authorize Gerike to investigate the use of
an accounting system and to consult with the CPA
finn of Macias and Pierini; funds to be expended in
this endeavor would not exceed $300.00. The motion was seconded by Johnson and passed unanimously.

Francis A. Riddell
(Continued from page 15)
grow through tumultuous times. The strength and
viability of our society is clearly attested by the number of members in attendance at these meetings and
at this banquet. The sailing has not always been
smooth in the past, and we still face rocks and
shoals. but I am willing to bet that 25 years from
now we will still be growing and giving support to the
preservation of California's historic and prehistoric
past. Please join me here in 25 years for our 50th
Anniversary!

SCA Executive Board Actions
9 February 1991

Income for the year was adjusted to $38,500 including $26,900 for 1991 annual meeting registration
and income, membership dues estimated at $10,700.
Proceedings and other publications sales $900 and
minor amounts from donations, advertising revenues, and interest. Additional funds include a loan
repayment of $1.200 from Californians for Archaeological Action and $2.400 from the current working
fund. Thus total income, assets. and operating capital equals $42, 100. Total expenses are estimated at
$39.600 including $22,000 annual meeting costs,
$4,600 for Volume 4 of the Proceedings, $10,000.00
for the Newsletter. $1,000 for Board travel. and
$2.000 for the business office. After discussion. Tamez moved that the current operating budget be approved. Gerike seconded the motion which was approved by five ayes and one abstention.

"I

From the minutes by Elena Nilsson
The meeting, held at Dames & Moore offices in San
Francisco, was called to order at 10: 12 a.m. by Sonia
Tamez. Board members present included Jamie Cleland, Christian Gerike, Greg Greenway, and John
Johnson; Sonia Tamez participated by speakerphone
from Washing:on, D.C. and Colin Busby served as a
proxy for Jim Woodward. Dick Markley, the 1991
Annual Meeting Chairperson, also attended as did
Gail Smart.

Johnson discussed adding committee expenses as a
budget item. allowing $300.00 for membership. and
$75.00 each for public outreach and curation. After
discussion by the Board, Johnson moved that
$450.00 be allocated within the operating budget for
these committees. Tamez seconded the motion
which was then passed unanimously.

The meeting began with an in-depth discussion by
Markley of the program and arrangements for the
25th Anniversary 1991 Annual Meetings to be held
March 22-24 at the Radisson Hotel. Sacramento.
Key points of the discussion included: (1) registration packets had been sent out to the membership;
[2) a full program has been established for the meetings including a plenary session. providing a retrospective view of 25 years in California archaeology,
general sessions, and organized symposia; [3) arrangements have been made for both the banquet
and the key note speaker George Frison. Following
Markley's summary, Sonia Tamez outlined her choices for the annual awards and discussed the sequence of the events for the banquet.

Cleland briefly discussed the 1992 annual meetings
to be held in Pasadena, CA. After discussing the
three hotel proposals received. Cleland suggested
that the Board accept that of the Hilton Hotel. After
Board discussion, Cleland moved that the Hilton be
selected as the location of the meetings. Tamez seconded the motion which was then passed unanimously.

Minutes of the September 15, 1990 Executive Board
meetings were reviewed and accepted with minor
changes.

Tamez reported on the status of SCA Board nominations for 1991-1992. Nominees include: Richard
Markley and Breck Parkman (President), Frank Bayham and Amy Gilreath (Northern Vice-President),
Richard Carrico and Beth Padon (Southern VtcePresident). Phil de Barros and Elena Nilsson (Secretary), and Constance Cameron (Treasurer).

Treasurer Christian Gertke presented a detailed status report on SCA accounts. He noted concern regarding low cash reserves and the continued rise in
expenses for the Newsletter. Gerike observed that
the lack of a rigorous, fiscal year based, accounting
system is likely contributing to budget problems. as
some costs are being carried over from one year to
the next. Tamez suggested retaining the services of

Johnson initiated discussions of recent federal repatriation legislation, PLlOl-61, reviewing a report prepared by the House of Representatives regarding the
bill and testimony regarding some of its problems.
Also briefly discussed was a memorandum sent to all
museums with Native American collections from the
American Association of Museums (AAM). One of the
(Continued on page 17)
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laws regarding garbage and hazardous wastes to Indian Reservations. After discussion. the Board
agreed that this was not an issue for the SCA to deal
with and should be left for the Reservations to decide.

February Board Actions
(Continued from page 16)
more serious problems with the Federal bill is its requirement of dealing only with federally recognized
tribes. He further stated that funding of necessary
inventories would still be a problem as it has been
estimated that $3.5 million is required to implement
the bill. Johnson noted that it would be appropriate
for SCA to provide comments to the Secretary of the
Interior regarding the implementing regulations of
the bill.

The meeting was adjourned at 3:30 p.m.

News From Avocational
Societies
by Anne Q. Duffield
We notice from the newsletters that for many groups.
April must be dues "month." Maybe tax season has
put some society treasurers in the mood?

Johnson also briefly discussed the language in the
new version of the AB12, the Katz Bill. Currently. no
details are specified in the version of the bill. so no
action is presently needed. Johnson suggested that
the SCA write a letter to Mr. Katz pointing out the
fact that the Federal repatriation bill was successfully passed because of the consensus reached between
Native Americans, archaeologists, and museums,
and that a similar approach might also work in California. The Board discussed the problems and prospects of such a letter. reaching the conclusion that
the SCA should 1nitiate efforts at opening up a dialog
with Mr. Katz. Tamez agreed to draft a letter to Mr.
Katz underscoring the success of the Federal bill and
inviting dialog with his office.

It would seem there are as many different ways of

setting up a dues structure for an archaeological society as there are groups to collect them. The prorated system used by AV.AS (Antelope Valley Archaeo·
logical Society) is similar to the one SDCAS (San
Diego County Archaeological Society) favors. It
appears very cumbersome. but they say it works.
Both groups regularly publish a "dues guide" chart
to help first-timers.
The amount you pay for your membership is determined by what category you are (individual. family,
student, etc.) and when you join in the calendar
year. The farther along you are in the society's year,
the less you pay. Presumably after that first year.
you are in sync with the society and from then on,
you pay the annual for your category. That way.
dues collection is a once-a-year task.

Tamez noted Valerie Levulett's and Doug Bryce's excellent performance as editor and production editor.
respectively. Discussion followed regarding the formal appointment of Levulett and Bryce to these positions. Tamez moved that Levulett be appointed
Newsletter editor and Bryce continue as production
editor. Gerike seconded the motion which passed
with five ayes and one abstention.

CVAS (Coachella Valley Archaeological Society)
started out trying a prorated dues system and shortly thereafter abandoned it, on the urging of the membership chairman. CV.AS switched to letting each
member determine his/her own dues cycle. a logical
system for a society with a computerized mailing list
and label generating capability.

Johnson reported on the Curation committee, passing out both copies of the questionnaires sent to SCA
members who expressed an interest in curatlon issues, and the results of the questionnaire.
Gerike reported on the public affairs committee. noting that an archaeology booth was being planned for
the California State Fair. as was an Archaeology
Week and other public interaction activities.

You pay the full annual amount when you join, and
owe it again one year from when you paid, whenever
that is. Your expiration date is printed on your mailing label and highlighted when your dues are due. A
short explanation of the system is printed in each
newsletter to remind you to check your label. All
systems involve sending letters to overdue members,
name purging and up-dating, etc.

New business items included the request by the California Preservation Foundation (CPF} that the SCA
co-sponsor their annual California preservation conference. After discussion. Johnson moved that the
SCA donate $100.00 to the CPF for co-sponsorship
of the conference. Cleland seconded the motion
which passed unanimously.

Had to smile at the dues notice in the March issue of
the Fresno County Archaeological
Society's newsletter. The words DUES is printed
across page 2 to get your attention . . . but how
much to send? [Continued on page 18)
To The Point.

Johnson introduced Woodward's request that the
Board support AB240, extending application of State
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Anniversary Party and Institute of Archaeology
Open House on May 5. Other trips are out of state.
such as the raft trip to see rock art with Dave Zuccaro down the San Juan river. FOA presents an exciting selection of lectures. classes. etc. as always; almost tempting enough to consider tackling the LA
freeways to attend.

(Continued from page 17)

And where to send the check. Surely it's worth the
investment to add a sentence or two with the details,
like the address.

Must be "spring fever," that uncontrollable urge to
be outdoors this time of year. CS.AS, the Central
Sierra Archaeological Society, is replacing their
usual indoor program in April with a group hike
along the Calaveras River above New Hogan Dam.
The SAS (Sacramento Archaeological Society)
folks are spending their weekends with a site survey
workshop taught by Dr. Peggy Scully. CV.AS
(Coachella Valley Archaeological Society), Has
several surveys coming up on thee Cahuilla reservation near Anza. the first one on May 5. On May 4.
PC.AS (Pacific Coast Archaeological Society) is
taking members to see Chumash rock art in San
Marcos pass. near Santa Barbara . Over Easter,
PC.AS leader Jane Gothold and her group has been
digging at China Ranch for many years now. with
the blessing of ranch owner Brian Brown. 'Tis the
season, so let's get dtggin'!

Hadn't heard much from VCAS (Ventura County Archaeological Society) and then wham! Got Tom
Maxwell's May 1991 issue hot off the presses and
was immediately impressed. The VCAS folks sound
very active with group projects, six fantasticsounding field trips into Chumash territory. a handson historic building restoration, a rock art tour with
the Archaeological Conservancy, an "astronomy
and cultural history event" over the summer solstice
in the Mt. Pinos area. and an annual potluck at the
Stagecoach Inn Museum June 2. Not only that, but
Tom squeezed in some local archaeological news and
two hot announcements about new publications and
the establishment of a scholarship program at Ventura County College. Bravo!
In the Too Bad But Understandable department. the
May-June issue of The Artifact reports the resignations of Frank and A.J. Bock and Georgia Lee from
the executive board of SLOCAS (San Luis Obispo
County Archaeological Society). The Bocks are. as
most know. the indispensable core of ARARA (American Rock Art Research Association) and clearly
have their hands full trying to recover from the disastrous flooding of their archives this spring. The report having repaired "800 out of 8,000 damaged
slides" to date. Surely that must be one of the killer
nightmares of all times - file cabinets afloat.

~---------------------~
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Chambers Group, Incorporated.,
an Orange County-based firm, is
seeking a SOPA certified (or
SOPA certifiable) Historic
Archaeologist who wishes to work
in an environment where quality
work is expected. This is a
permanent position with benefits.
The candidate should have an
advanced degree with several
years experience in the field.
Salary is competitive.

The Artifact, SLOCAS's newsletter, has a similar format to SCAN. the newsletter of the Santa Cruz Archaeological Society. Both papers are admirable for
their content. an impressive number of pages of reprinted articles on archaeology and Native American
issues. with an occasional cartoon or two thrown in.
The March-April issue of SCAN is a monster 23 pages and includes an interesting report by Mark Hylke·
ma on Caltrans excavations at Tamien Station prehistoric cemetery. Apparently Mark is available to
speak in person about his finds; he is scheduled as
the guest lecturer for SCCAS (Santa Clara County
Archaeological Society) at their April 11 meeting.
The write-up made the front page of The Trade Bead.
SCCAS's newsletter.

Please send resume to:
Chambers Group, Inc.
1761 East Garry Avenue, Suite A
Santa Ana, California 92705

Many of this spring's newsletters contained information on upcoming field trips. The April issue of the
UCLA Friends of Archaeology newsletter is basically a listing of lectures and outings planned. Some of
the offerings are local, such as the 25th
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Society for California Archaeology

** Advocacy
Education and Research
for Preservation
* Professional Meetings and Publications
The Society for California Archaeology is a non-profit scientific and educational
organization dedicated to research, understanding and conservation of
archaeological resources. Membership is open to everyone with an interest in
California archaeology.

SCA promotes cooperation among archaeologists in California by: l)conducting symposia
and meetings to share information on new discoveries and techniques; 2) publishing an annual Proceedings on archaeological research in
California; 3) publishing a Newsletter on current topics of concern, with news and commentaries; and 4) promoting standards and ethical
guidelines for the practice of archaeology.
The Society seeks to increase public appreciation and support for archaeology in California
by: 1) helping planners, landowners and de-

r--------------,
Categories of
Membership

o

Regular $25*

o
o
o
o

Institutional $25*

Senior (over 60) $10

o

Contibuting $100*

o

Life $275*

Student $1 o
Spouse $10

1-------------o

New Member

Io Renewal

I

:o

~------------------------------,
Name

Affiliation (if needed for address)

*Includes the Proceedings

I
I
I

velopers understand their obligations and opportunities to manage archaeological sites; 2)
representing the concerns of California archaeologists before government commissions and
agencies, and on legislation; 3) encouraging
the conservation of archaeological resources
for future research and public interpretation;
4) discouraging vandalism and exploitation of
archaeological resources; 5) recognizing the
significance that many sites possess for ethnic
and local communities; and 6) encouraging respect, appreciation and a better understanding
of California's diverse cultural heritage.

Address change

Address

City, State, ZIP
Membership year April 1, 199_ to March 31, 199_

Daytime Phone (optional)

Please return this form with your check to:
Society for California Archaeology Business Office
Department of Anthropology
California State Uniuerslty
Fullerton, CR 92634
(714) 524-9582
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n May 27- June 22,, 1991 XVII Pacific Science
Congress, Honolulu, Hawaii.

n June3-8, 1991, 19thAnnualMeetingofthe
American Institute for Consezvation of Historic
and Artistic Works, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
0 June 13, 1991. 1991 Annual Meeting of the

Conference of California Historical Societies,
Bridgeport Memorial Hall.

n June 17-22, 1991 Maya Ceramic Workshop, San
Ignacio, Cayo, Belize.

n July 15-19,1991. International Symposium:
The Spanish Beginnings Jn California 15421822. Santa Barbara.
0

October 16-20, 1991, National Trust for Historic
Presezvation, San Francisco.

n November 7 -1 O, American. Society for
Ethnohistory, 1991 Annual Meeting, Doubletree
Hotel. Tulsa. Oklahoma.

n November 20-24, 1991 90th Annual American
Anthropological Association Meeting. Chicago
Marriott Hotel. Chicago, 11.
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